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doi:10.1016/j.kjms.2012.02.002Abstract Cancers often involve the synergistic effects of geneegene interactions, but iden-
tifying these interactions remains challenging. Here, we present an odds ratio-based genetic
algorithm (OR-GA) that is able to solve the problems associated with the simultaneous analysis
of multiple independent single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are associated with oral
cancer. The SNP interactions between four SNPsdnamely rs1799782, rs2040639, rs861539,
rs2075685, and belonging to four genes (XRCC1, XRCC2, XRCC3, and XRCC4)dwere tested in
this study, respectively. The GA decomposes the SNPs sets into different SNP combinations
with their corresponding genotypes (called SNP barcodes). The GA can effectively identify
a specific SNP barcode that has an optimized fitness value and uses this to calculate the differ-
ence between the case and control groups. The SNP barcodes with a low fitness value are natu-
rally removed from the population. Using two to four SNPs, the best SNP barcodes with
maximum differences in occurrence between the case and control groups were generated
by GA algorithm. Subsequently, the OR provides a quantitative measure of the multiple SNP
synergies between the oral cancer and control groups by calculating the risk related to the bestt of Biomedical Science and Environmental Biology, Kaohsiung Medical University, 100 Shih-Chuan
u.tw (H.-W. Chang).
vier Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
SNP barcodes evaluate oral cancer by OR-GA 363SNP barcodes and others. When these were compared to their corresponding non-SNP bar-
codes, the estimated ORs for oral cancer were found to be great than 1 [approx. 1.72e2.23;
confidence intervals (CIs): 0.94e5.30, p < 0.03e0.07] for various specific SNP barcodes with
two to four SNPs. In conclusion, the proposed OR-GA method successfully generates SNP
barcodes, which allow oral cancer risk to be evaluated and in the process the OR-GA method
identifies possible SNPeSNP interactions.
Copyright ª 2012, Elsevier Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.Introduction
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have become
popular markers for association studies related to person-
alized medicine involving many diseases [1] and cancers
[2,3]. However, the number of identified SNPs is currently
about 3.1 million [4]. It is hard to find the single “best”
method for detecting, predicting, and evaluating gen-
eegene (or SNPeSNP) interactions in relation to cancers.
In this context, the identification of genes and SNPs that
increase susceptibility to cancers remains a challenge. To
date, a combination of approaches has been used in order
to balance the various strengths and weaknesses of the
different approaches, the aim being to create the optimal
approach when investigating geneegene interactions using
human data [5]. For example, in some association studies
[2,6e8], researchers found that individual SNPs have only
a moderate association, but when SNPs are combined, the
association may be stronger; this suggests that the
SNPeSNP interactions may be involved.
Recently, a number of approaches [9e13] have been
introduced as computational methods with the aim of
improving the analysis of multiple SNP association. However,
these approaches suffer from being computationally inten-
sive as the number of SNPs increases [5]. Therefore, the
analysis of the SNPeSNP interaction in terms of combina-
tions of SNPs in relation to their genotypes remains
a challenge.
The genetic algorithm (GA) [14] has been successful in
solving many problems [15e20]. It involves a randomized
search and optimization technique that derives its working
principles from natural genetics. This characteristic
simplifies the potential optimization problems associated
with SNPeSNP interactions.
In this study, we used the GA to generate the SNP
“barcodes” for genotypes within genes from various indi-
viduals who were grouped as oral cancer patients and non-
cancer controls. The SNP barcodes are defined as the
combinational SNPs with their corresponding genotypes.
For example, SNP rs1799782 (T/C polymorphism) has three
possible genotypes, TT, TC, and CC. When many SNPs are
involved, different numbers of SNPs may be randomly
selected and combined, which theoretically will create
many different “SNP barcodes” patterns. Coupling SNP
barcodes with the phenotype (cancer or non-cancer), the
GA is able to pinpoint SNP barcode profiles that distinguish
the cancer group from the non-cancer group. The perfor-
mance for these generated SNP barcodes is then evaluated
using OR calculations as the statistical analysis method.
Among them, the “best” SNP barcodes that show the
maximum difference between the cancer and non-cancergroups are also provided by GA, and this is done without the
separate manual calculation of each combination.
Methods
The following procedures were used to implement the
OR-GA method for oral cancer evaluation. They include
how the GA method generates the best SNP barcode, how
the OR is used to quantitatively measure oral cancer risk
between the best and other SNP barcodes, and how
statistical analysis is carried out.
Introduction of GA
GAs are stochastic search algorithms that are modeled on
the process of natural selection, which underlies biological
evolution [14]. Standard GA applies genetic operators
such as selection, cross-over, and mutation on an initially
random population in order to compute an entire genera-
tion of new strings. By applying genetic operators on strings
in the mating pool, a new population of strings is formed for
the next generation. The implementation of the genetic
operators is repeated in each subsequent generation until
a termination condition is reached. Therefore, genetic
algorithms weaken quickly, and optimal solutions can be
found in a short time out of a wide solution space.
Encoding schemes
The fitness value of SNP combinations of genotypes (SNP
barcodes) has to be computed from all of the available SNPs
and therefore individuals of different sizes cannot be
included in the evolution process computation. The “indi-
vidual” in GA is distinct from the genetic version of the
term. Thus, the number of SNPs has to be set first in order
to focus on particular SNP combinations and obtain the
highest fitness value.
In a GA, each individual in a population is associated
with a solution group. The representation of an individual
can be divided into two parts: the number of composed
SNPs and the genotype associated with the SNPs. An indi-
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where m represents the size of the population and n
represents the number of composed SNPs within the pop-
ulation. A gene thus described represents the selection of
the jth SNP on the ith individual. Thus Sij represents the
composed SNP and Gij represents the three possible geno-
types for Sij. For example, the SNP rs1799782 (T/C
Figure 1. A cross-over scenario. C1 and C2 are the parent
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) barcodes that are
selected from the population for cross-over. C1’ and C2’ are
the two new SNP barcodes during the cross-over process. C1’’
and C2’’ are the final SNP barcodes after the cross-over. The
arrows are the cross-over points. The gray shading represents
the intermediate part of the cross-over points within the two
groups that were selected to proceed with the cross-over. The
boxes represent the repetitive SNP and one of them must be
substituted.
364 C.-H. Yang et al.polymorphism) has three possible genotypes, TT, TC, and
CC, and the genotypes are coded as 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The genotype coded 1 is a homozygote for one
allele, the one coded 2 is the heterozygote, and the one
coded 3 is a homozygote for the other allele, respectively.
Because the SNP code cannot be picked repeatedly, the
process of choosing Sij can also not be repeated. However,
genotype choosing does not have any limitations on how
often it can be repeated. Thus, no restrictions are imposed
on choosing the genotype (Gij). The size of the whole
“individual in the GA” will change according to the number
of composed SNPs. An individual with a total of three SNPs
can be represented by randomly choosing three SNPs and
three different genotypes, as shown below:
CiZf2;3;4;1;2;1g
In this representation of the individual, the first three
numbers represent the chosen SNPs (2,3,4), and the second
three numbers represent the chosen genotypes (1,2,1). The
chosen SNPs and the SNPs associated with the genotypes
are randomly generated. In our case, they were the
following: (2,1), (3,2), and (4,1).
Fitness function
The presence of oral cancer is used as a reference to
determine the fitness function of each individual. Members
of the oral cancer group (ALL_ORCA) are regarded as an
experimental group, whereas members of the non-cancer
group (ALL_Non-CA) are regarded as the control group. The
number of combinations of SNP barcodes of each genotype
(ORCA and Non-CA) for an individual that fits into the oral
cancer or non-cancer group is then computed based on the
ALL_ ORCA group and the ALL_ Non-CA group. A fitness for
each individual in the population is calculated using the
fitness function shown below:
fðCiÞZ jNonCAORCAj
ALL NonCAþALL ORCA  100%
where
ALL_ Non-CA is the total number of members in the non-
cancer group, ALL_ORCA is the total number of members in
the oral cancer group, Non-CA is the number of members in
the non-cancer group that match the chosen conditions,
and ORCA is the number of members in the oral cancer
group that match the chosen conditions.
The SNP chosen condition and genotype combination of
the individual are computed based on the fitness function
above. The difference in the number of members in the oral
cancer group and in the control group can be used to
calculate the percentage of members in each group. A
higher percentage indicates that the SNP barcode of this
SNP and genotype combination is more likely to be associ-
ated with the occurrence of oral cancer, and vice versa.
Population initialization
The initial population is randomly generated. Each indi-
vidual consists of one SNP and genotype. SNP data for four
SNPs from different individuals were chosen. Each SNP had
three different genotypes, so that the following rangecould be generated Si Z [1,2,3,4], Gi Z [1,2,3], i Z 1, 2,
., n, where n is the number of individuals.
Selection
We employed deterministic sampling [21,22] for the
selection of individuals. Therefore, the probability of an
excessively high or low fitness value was ignored, and the
individuals in the population were simply sorted according
to their fitness value rank. Individuals with the highest
fitness ranks were selected directly from the population
until a certain set number of individuals had been selected.
By following this method to complete the selection process
rather than the roulette wheel method of selection [23],
individuals with unusually high fitness values can be pre-
vented from occupying the entire cross-over pool. This
would cause early convergence and result in the GA
becoming trapped at a local optimum.
Cross-over
Cross-over used a general two-point cross-over model.
Because we separated the individual into two parts (SNP
and genotype), and the value range produced by each part
is different, four cross-over points have to be selected
during each cross-over, which was based on a randomly
generated disorder number in order to apply the two-point
cross-over method to the individual. Among the four points,
two cross-over points were used for the SNP cross-over with
a selection range of [1, n], and another two points were
used for genotype cross-over with a selection range of [n þ
1, 2n]. The intermediate part of the cross-over points
within the two groups are represented by gray shading and
the two new individuals (C1’’ and C2’’) are shown in Fig. 1.
We modified the integrated figure into the newly added
Fig. 1 as well as into the figure legend.
When a new individual does not conform to the original
setting of the number of SNPs during the cross-over process,
the repetitive SNP is replaced by another previously
SNP barcodes evaluate oral cancer by OR-GA 365unselected SNP from the individual by the random selection
mode. This ensures that the same number of SNPs is
maintained in the original setting during the cross-over and
the creation of a new individual.
We explain next how the cross-over procedure works
during a single iteration of the GA. Specifically, C1 and C2 are
selected from the population to serve as the parent indi-
viduals that are created by the allelic combinations at the
four SNPs. Three SNPs and their three corresponding geno-
types are randomly selected. The individual framework is
Ci Z{Si1, Si2, Si3, Gi1, Gi2, Gi3}. As shown in Fig. 1, four
random numbers are generated during the cross-over that
cut apart C1 and C2. Following the cross-over, two new
individuals, C1
’ and C2
’ , are produced. Nevertheless, the first
and third SNP of C2
’ are repeated after cross-over (SNP 2 is
duplicated). Therefore, one of the previously unselected
SNPs (3 or 4) is randomly selected and substituted for the
repetitive SNP in order to obtain a viable SNP barcode. In this
case, SNP 3 is randomly selected and replaces SNP 2 in C2
’’.
Mutation
Mutation involved a plain single-point model. After the
cross-over, when the probability of mutation is reached,
two mutation points have to be randomly selected from
either C1’’ or C2’’. A mutation point is used for SNP muta-
tion with a selection range of [1, n], and another mutation
point is used for genotype mutation with a selection range
of [n þ 1, 2n]. How the mutation procedure works after
the cross-over of the GA is shown Fig. 2. Specifically, if C1’’
is selected for mutation, two random points for SNP 1
and genotype 3 are designated and one of the previously
unselected SNPs (2, 3 or 4) and unselected genotypes (1 or
2) are substituted in order to obtain a divergent SNP bar-
code. In this case, SNP 3 and genotype 2 are randomly
selected and replace SNP 1 and genotype 3 in C1’’.
Parameter setting
The termination condition of the GA is reached at a pre-
specified number of iterations (in our case the number of
iterations was 50). Parameters were a population size of
100, an individual size double the number of SNPs chosen
(i.e., if two SNPs were selected then the individual size is
four), and a cross-over rate of 0.7.
Integration of odds ratios into GA
The odds ratio (OR) allows information related to disease
susceptibility to be included as OR values. Accordingly, the
OR value of each SNP barcode was calculated in order toFigure 2. A mutation scenario. C1’’ is the single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) barcode that was generated after cross-
over. C1’’’ is the final SNP barcode after the mutation
process. The boxes represent the selected mutation points for
the SNP and genotype and they are substituted by 3 and 2.predict the quantitative risk of oral cancer. Because GA is
employed to obtain an optimal reference for oral cancer,
the OR is subsequently applied to measure the association
of the multi-SNP combinations with their disease status. Let
N0 and N1 be the set for non-cancer and cancer status,
respectively. A multi-SNP combination (MSC) C denoted
snp(C) is a subset of SNPs of N and the values of these SNPs,
0, 1, or 2, where N is a sample population consisting of n
individuals represented by values of m SNPs and disease
status for typical case/control or cohort study results. A
cluster (C) restriction on columns of snp(C) coincides with
values of C. Let h(C) Z cluster(C)XN0 be the set of non-
cancer individuals and d(C) Z cluster(C)XN1 be the set
of cancer individuals. The following is the association of an
MSC C with the disease status; this is measured as an OR:
ORZ
jdðCÞj)ðjN0j  jhðCÞjÞ
jhðCÞj)ðjN1j  jdðCÞjÞStatistical analysis
In this study, we determined the largest differences in
occurrence between oral cancer and controls using the SNP
barcodes with two to four SNPs, which were combined with
their corresponding genotypes. Logistic regression was used
to confirm the computation-generated OR and provided the
95% confidence interval (CI), corresponding to the effect of
each specific SNP barcode on the occurrence of oral cancer.




The dataset obtained from our previous oral cancer asso-
ciation study [24] includes SNP and clinical data. In this
paper, we focus only on the selection of the best combi-
nation of SNPs with genotypes using the GA. The possible
relationships between these four genes and their four SNPs
have been discussed previously [24]. Information on the
four SNPs in the dataset is listed in Table 1 and the
complete original data set is available at http://bioinfo.
kmu.edu.tw/orca-xrcc-original-data.xls. The subjects
were divided into oral cancer and non-cancer patients. Our
analysis is based on 114 subjects who do not have cancer
and 132 subjects who have oral cancer and couples SNPTable 1 Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) informa-
tion for the oral cancer association study.
SNP
no.
Gene (SNP rsID) Genotype Chromosome
location1 2 3
1 XRCC1 (rs1799782) CC CT TT 19
2 XRCC2 (rs2040639) AA AG GG 7
3 XRCC3 (rs861539) CC CT TT 14
4 XRCC4 (rs2075685) TT TG GG 5
366 C.-H. Yang et al.barcodes with the phenotype (cancer or non-cancer) using
the GA to generate SNP barcode profiles.
Identification of the best SNP barcode with
maximum difference between the cancer or
non-cancer groups
In this study, the SNP barcodes are defined in terms of the
combinational SNPs with their corresponding genotypes.
Among the combinations, as shown in Table 2, three specific
combined SNPs with their corresponding genotypesd
i.e., SNPs (2,3,4) with genotype 2-1-2; [rs2040639-AG]-
[rs861539-CC]-[rs2075685-TG]dshowed the maximum
difference between the ALL_ORCA (oral cancer) and ALL_
Non-CA (non-cancer) groups. Similarly, two and four
combined-SNP barcodes with the best performance were
also mined using GAs (Table 3, left side), although the
complete set of results is not shown. Therefore, the GA
approach was able to pinpoint the greatest difference in
SNP barcodes between the ALL_ORCA and ALL_ Non-CA
groups using a fixed number of SNPs.
Application of GA-generated SNP barcodes to
analyze the occurrence of oral cancer
Table 3 shows the proportion of subjects with oral cancer
with specific SNP combination and other combinations. The
proportions of subjects with oral cancer in a group with














SNP(1,2,3) 1-1-1 3 4 SNP(1,2,4) 2-1-2
SNP(1,2,3) 1-1-2 0 1 SNP(1,2,4) 2-1-3
SNP(1,2,3) 1-2-1 13 7 SNP(1,2,4) 2-2-1
SNP(1,2,3) 1-2-2 2 0 SNP(1,2,4) 2-2-2
SNP(1,2,3) 1-3-1 5 4 SNP(1,2,4) 2-2-3
SNP(1,2,3) 1-3-2 0 1 SNP(1,2,4) 2-3-1
SNP(1,2,3) 2-1-1 15 10 SNP(1,2,4) 2-3-2
SNP(1,2,3) 2-2-1 46 34 SNP(1,2,4) 2-3-3
SNP(1,2,3) 2-2-2 2 2 SNP(1,2,4) 3-1-3
SNP(1,2,3) 2-3-1 23 29 SNP(1,2,4) 3-2-1
SNP(1,2,3) 2-3-2 1 9 SNP(1,2,4) 3-2-2
SNP(1,2,3) 3-1-1 2 3 SNP(1,2,4) 3-2-3
SNP(1,2,3) 3-2-1 12 5 SNP(1,2,4) 3-3-2
SNP(1,2,3) 3-2-2 1 1 SNP(1,2,4) 3-3-3
SNP(1,2,3) 3-3-1 6 1 SNP(1,3,4) 1-1-1
SNP(1,2,4) 1-1-2 2 1 SNP(1,3,4) 1-1-2
SNP(1,2,4) 1-1-3 1 4 SNP(1,3,4) 1-1-3
SNP(1,2,4) 1-2-1 1 1 SNP(1,3,4) 1-2-1
SNP(1,2,4) 1-2-2 7 4 SNP(1,3,4) 1-2-2
SNP(1,2,4) 1-2-3 7 2 SNP(1,3,4) 1-2-3
SNP(1,2,4) 1-3-2 1 3 SNP(1,3,4) 2-1-1
SNP(1,2,4) 1-3-3 4 2 SNP(1,3,4) 2-1-2
a The detailed SNP information is summarized in Table 1. SNPs (2, 3,
SNP3-genotype 1 and SNP4-genotype 2 (XRCC2 rs2040639-AG, XRCC3than those of their counterparts with other combinations.
For example, the proportion of subjects with oral cancer
and with a SNP barcode SNPs (2,3)-genotypes (2-1), i.e.,
rs2040639- AG-rs8615392-CC, was 60.68%, compared to
47.29% among those with other combinations (p < 0.05,
Chi-square test). The proportions of subjects with oral
cancer and with other specific SNP combinations (three and
four SNPs) were approximately 13% to 19% higher than those
in their counterparts of other combinations.
The OR ranking identifies the highest- and
lowest-risk groups for oral cancer
On the right side of Table 3, the estimated effect (OR and
95% CI) of certain specific SNP combinations is presented for
the occurrence of oral cancer. Without controlling, the
subjects with certain specific SNP combination (two to four
SNPs) have a 1.72- to 2.23-fold higher risk of oral cancer,
compared to those with other SNP combinations.
Discussion
When applied to SNP data, GA is able to find the greatest
difference in occurrence between the cancer and non-
cancer groups among the SNP combination and then
pinpoint the best SNP barcode effectively. The OR and CI
were analyzed to demonstrate the significance of the DNA
barcode results for the best combination and others.













3 4 SNP(1,3,4) 2-1-3 48 47
12 6 SNP(1,3,4) 2-2-2 0 7
3 1 SNP(1,3,4) 2-2-3 3 4
19 8 SNP(1,3,4) 3-1-1 0 1
26 27 SNP(1,3,4) 3-1-2 5 1
0 1 SNP(1,3,4) 3-1-3 13 7
10 18 SNP(1,3,4) 3-2-3 1 1
13 19 SNP(2,3,4) 1-1-2 5 5
2 3 SNP(2,3,4) 1-1-3 16 12
0 1 SNP(2,3,4) 1-2-3 0 1
4 1 SNP(2,3,4) 2-1-1 3 3
8 4 SNP(2,3,4) 2-1-2 29 13
1 0 SNP(2,3,4) 2-1-3 38 29
4 1 SNP(2,3,4) 2-2-1 1 0
0 1 SNP(2,3,4) 2-2-2 1 0
9 7 SNP(2,3,4) 2-2-3 3 3
12 7 SNP(2,3,4) 3-1-1 0 1
1 0 SNP(2,3,4) 3-1-2 12 14
1 1 SNP(2,3,4) 3-1-3 20 21
0 1 SNP(2,3,4) 3-2-2 0 8
3 2 SNP(2,3,4) 3-2-3 1 2
32 23
4) with SNP barcode 2-1-2 is the combination of SNP2-genotype 2,
rs861539-CC and XRCC4 rs2075685-TG, respectively).
Table 3 Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) combinations, proportion, and their estimated effect on oral cancer.
Combined SNPs







Chi-square (p) Crude ORc 95% CI (p)
SNPs (2,3)a 2-1a 117 71 (60.68%) 4.428 (0.035) 1.00 1.04e2.86
Otherb 129 61 (47.29%) 1.72 (0.04)
SNPs (2,3,4)a 2-1-2a 42 29 (69.05%) 4.824 (0.028) 1.00 1.08e4.45
Otherb 204 103 (50.49%) 2.19 (0.03)
SNPs (1,2,3,4)a 2-2-1-2a 27 19 (70.37%) 3.406 (0.065) 1.00 0.94e5.30
Otherb 219 113 (51.60%) 2.23 (0.07)
a The selected SNP combination is determined by the same analysis as that shown in Table 2 and are mining using our proposed
algorithms. It is the pattern generated by our developed algorithms, with best performance and maximal occurrence difference between
oral cancer and normal control, rather than arbitrary selection.
b “Other” indicates the reference group, the union of all other possible two (three or four) SNPs combinations.
c No adjustment for gender, age, smoking, drinking, and betel nut chewing. The adjusted odds ratio (OR) information is provided in our
previous study [24].
SNP barcodes evaluate oral cancer by OR-GA 367was obtained. Therefore, the highest risk SNP barcode out
of all the SNP numbers involved was found and this suggests
that there are specific interactions between the four SNPs
that may involve cross-talk directly or indirectly, and that
this increases to some degree the risk of developing oral
cancer.
Moreover, the GA can estimate the relative influence of
a SNP on oral cancer risk. In Table 3, the difference for SNP
barcodes with SNPs (2,3)-genotypes (2-1) and SNPs (2,3,4)-
genotypes (2-1-2) compared to others is 21.37% [71/117
minus (117-71)/117] and 38.40% [29/42 minus (27-19)/42],
respectively. This suggests that SNP 2 and SNP 3 have
greater influential than SNP 4. Accordingly, an order of
influence for the SNPs relative to oral cancer risk can be
created, namely SNPs 2/3 > SNP 4 > SNP 1. However, this
assessment of the significance of the contributions from
each SNP to the disease risk will be improved if logistic
regression analysis is introduced.
Many SNPeSNP interaction studies have been restricted
to traditional statistical methods, such as pair-wised
comparisons, haplotype analysis or linkage disequilibrium
analysis (LD). Haplotype-based and LD-based studies are
currently limited to analyzing data with a binary outcome.
They analyze the risk of the allele type for each SNP in
a binary mode [25,26] rather than estimate their genotypes
in a trinary mode. For example, rs2075685 (SNP4 of Table 1)
has three genotypes (TT, TG, and GG), which can be rep-
resented as 1, 2, and 3, respectively, whereas its allele type
(T and G) is represented as only 1 and 2, respectively.
Accordingly, choosing the allele type for a statistical anal-
ysis may mask the influence of the heterozygous genotypes.
In our proposed method, the GA generates the SNP barc-
odes that are made up of combinational SNPs and their
corresponding genotypes using a trinary mode. This makes
it easier for the computation to provide the best SNP bar-
code, which shows the greatest difference between the
cancer and non-cancer groups.
Although only four SNPs were tested in this study, the
proposed GA method will accept an almost unlimited
number of SNP combinations and still be able to find the
maximum difference between the cancer and non-cancer
groups. GAs have proven useful in searching for the optimal
solution from a very large searchable space [27]. There-
fore, the GA used here should perform well on largerdatasets. Another advantage of our method is that the
computational time is very short (data not shown). By
contrast, the MDR method [9] is computationally intensive
if more than 10 SNPs are involved [5].Conclusion
It is difficult to link individual SNPs within target genes to
their associated diseases and cancers. In this study, a GA
was successfully used to analyze complex SNP interactions
and it was able to provide the best SNP barcode profile for
predicting oral cancer susceptibility. ORs were used as the
quantitative measure of the oral cancer risk. This OR-GA
method has the potential to be applied to SNPeSNP inter-
actions using data from other association studies.Acknowledgments
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